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**Abstract.** In response to white settlers’ demands for tribal lands in the southeast, Congress passed the Indian Removal Act in 1830. The “Five Tribes”—Cherokees, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Muscogees (Creeks), and Seminoles—were then forced to Indian Territory (now Oklahoma). Natives had access to a vast array of fruits, vegetables, and game meats, and until the Civil War, their health problems appeared to be maladies such as wounds, parasites, contagious diseases, and illnesses associated with unsanitary conditions. Around the mid-1860s, natives’ diets began changing in two ways: either they included an overabundance of wheat flour, sugar, salt, and lard that resulted in diet-related ailments such as diabetes, obesity, and tooth decay; or the amount of food was inadequate, and natives suffered from malnutrition. Using testimonies of early explorers and elderly residents of 1930s Oklahoma who recalled their days in the Territory, this essay explores the sustenance of the Five Tribes and considers how changing from a diet of fresh flora and fauna to calorie-dense, fatty, and carbohydrate-laden meals may have contributed to their declining health.
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In the 1770s, Bernard Romans, the intrepid explorer, navigator, and naturalist, described tribes of the Southeast as “well made, of a good stature, and neatly limbed,” and their “teeth are very good.” Anyone who appeared “crooked, lame or otherwise deformed” was “accidental.” He assessed the native men as generally “strong and active” and the women as “handsome, well-made . . . their strength is great, and they labour hard.”¹ Eighteenth-century English trader James Adair expressed admiration for natives’ endurance and ability to chase game or an enemy for hundreds of miles.² In
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In 1846, Indian agent William Armstrong commented that the Choctaws prior to removal were “the most hearty, robust looking people I have ever seen.” From descriptions such as these, along with early paintings and sketches of vigorous-looking indigenous men and women, one might believe that historical tribespeople did indeed enjoy pristine health. Reviews of medicinal plants used by the Five Tribes, however, reveal that natives were felled by a variety of diseases, parasites, and wounds. Consumption of alcohol, acquired through the fur trade, also began to take a toll in the seventeenth century. Romans noticed that people suffered from fevers in summer because of “violent heat” and rain. They also fell ill during rainy seasons in areas that were converted to swamps for indigo cultivation, “when the air is most prodigiously loaden [sic] with corrupt moist effluvia.” Natives also were ravaged by yellow fever in the mid-1760s. Smallpox in particular took a heavy population toll, and when weakened tribal groups also faced loss of resources from drought and floods, they became vulnerable to even more illnesses.

The removal ordeal in the 1830s weakened even the physically strongest. Thousands died both en route to Indian Territory and after arrival from illness, exhaustion, and inadequate food, clothing, and shelter. After the physical and emotional devastation of removal, the Five Tribes struggled to reestablish their governments, farms, and homes, and they managed to do so in varying degrees of complexity and comfort. Affluent mixed-blood natives had brought livestock with them across the removal trail and could afford to build large homes and to cultivate commercial corn, wheat, and cotton crops. Many increased their stock raising to sell to Fort Gibson and to tribespeople arriving from the east as well as to those desiring to buy cattle to drive to California. In 1837, the agent stated that it was difficult to estimate the number of cattle, horses, sheep, and hogs some of the Choctaws owned.

At the same time that many among the Five Tribes prospered, others succumbed to diseases such as cholera, malaria, and consumption. Five to six hundred Chickasaws and four to five hundred Choctaws died from smallpox in 1838. Others perished after drinking stagnant water when shallow waterways dried up in late summer. In 1844, a large number of Chickasaws were unprepared for the cold winter and perished. And in spring, the Verdigris River flooded, then left behind “noxious effluvia” that caused “bilious and intermittent fevers” among the Creeks.

From the time of their removals in the 1830s through the Civil War, terms such as “obesity,” “lactose intolerance,” and “high blood pressure” are not seen in Territory newspapers or on early ethnobotanical medicinal plant lists. Preremoval travelers through the Southeast did not mention over-
fat natives. After the Civil War, however, consequences of residents’ intake of lard, sugar, salt, white flour, milk, and processed foods (candy, canned fruits, pies, cakes, etc.) emerged. Curative ads for “obesity” appeared after 1864 in Indian Territory and Arkansas papers such as the Indian Citizen, Cherokee Advocate, Indian Chieftain, Eagle-Gazette, Fort Smith Elevator, Hugo Husonian, Indian Champion, and Indian Territory, and between 1830 and 1907, there are at least 10,173 newspaper stories and ads about stomach ailments and 6,976 about kidney problems. Dentists are mentioned more than 3,000 times in newspapers between 1864 and 1907, revealing the rise of dental caries. Few ads addressed the common issues such as smallpox, wounds, or snakebites; rather, it appears that residents suffered from maladies that are often related to poor diet and lack of exercise—specifically, piles (hemorrhoids), “bowel problems,” weak and fretful children, “liver complaint,” appendicitis, sour stomach, nervous prostration, indigestion, “wind on the stomach,” bloating, colic, stomachaches, diarrhea, and biliousness of the blood.

It is unclear if some Natives suffered from diabetes prior to removal. Choctaws, for example, have a word for diabetes in Chaba ta anumpa (Choc- taw language): hoshunwa shali, which is similar to hoshunwa (noun: urine; verb: to urinate). Cyrus Byington’s Choctaw Language Dictionary was completed in 1868, but was the word for diabetes created around the time of publication, or was it used preremoval or even precontact? There are two plants Cherokees used to treat “sugar diabetes,” and that information comes from a Cherokee informant interviewed by botany student William H. Banks in 1952; there is no mention of these plants being used for “sugar diabetes” before that time. One plant, Adam’s needle (Yucca filamentosa), has numerous uses, one being that it is the key ingredient in Cherokee green corn medicine, a ceremonial drink and antidote to intestinal worms that some believed stemmed from swallowing corn silk. The other, pink lady’s slipper (Cypripedium acaule), also was used for stomach and menstrual cramps, menopause, and “nerves.”

The symptoms of diabetes are acknowledged in a 1550 BC Egyptian papyrus as “too great emptying of the urine,” and in the first century AD, the Greek physician Aretæus described a condition with the symptoms of constant thirst and excessive and sweet urine. There are three plants Cherokees used for “suppression of urine” (Ipomoea pandurate, “man of the earth”; Mentha piperita, water mint; and Mentha spicata, spearmint). Thirteen plants are used to treat “milky urine.” While milky urine (as well as excessive urination) sometimes is a symptom of diabetes, it also can signal a urinary tract or bladder infection, among other things. Vitis palmate, also called “big grape,” was reportedly used by Seminoles and Creeks to treat
diabetes, but this is documented in a 1980 work by James Howard in conjunction with a modern native physician, not in earlier ethnographic studies of Creek and Seminole medicines such as those compiled by John R. Swanton. Granted, some of the medicinal plants listed in ethnobotanical works after 1900 are not mentioned in earlier lists, possibly because of mistranslations or misidentifications on the part of the twentieth-century ethnobotanists. More likely, though, it may be because of the increased appearances of more “modern” ailments that needed treatment but that the tribes had not dealt with historically. For example, as early as the 1820s, Choctaw students at the Choctaw Academy in Kentucky were served high-fat, sugary, and carbohydrate-high foods, including bacon, beef, and mutton along with coffee, pies, apple dumplings, molasses, milk, butter, and rice but also plenty of garden fare. One might assume they suffered from diet-related issues, but health reports from the school are positive, albeit scanty, and indicate only communicable diseases. Research has indicated that those of nonmixed ancestry might be more predisposed to lactose intolerance than non-Indians and mixed-bloods, but many of these milk-drinking students at the Choctaw Academy were identified as “fullbloods.” It could be that the children’s activity levels and regular consumption of fresh or dried produce precluded weight gain.

Research suggests that prior to removal, tribespeople suffered from a plethora of non-diet-related issues—with the exception of ailments associated with food spoilage, parasites, and mono-diets (such as eating only maize)—but not from obesity (and associated problems) until a few decades postremoval when their health took a turn for the worse. Once in Indian Territory, natives reportedly consumed a vast array of flora and fauna, and many of those foods remained available for years after the Civil War. Why did residents develop such profound problems associated with diet?

The New Lands

Much of the Indian Territory environment was similar to parts of the Five Tribes’ homelands in Georgia, North Carolina, Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama, and Florida. The Cherokees settled in northeastern Indian Territory in the grassy valleys and prairies between the Illinois, Grand, and Verdigris Rivers and farmed in the deep black soil between Vinita and Sapulpa. Creek lands to the west of the Cherokees were “rich and productive,” but not as lush as their neighbors’ lands. Choctaws were moved south of the Cherokees and north of Texas to the watersheds of the Arkansas, Canadian, Kiamichi, and Red Rivers. The rich sandy hills area around Skullyville allowed for the “finest fruits and vegetables for a radius of twenty miles.”
The vicinity of Nvnih Chufvk (Sugar Loaf Mountain) was deemed a haven of springs, wild fruits, and game. George Catlin, an American painter and writer, commented after traveling through the Cherokee and Choctaw territories in the 1840s that their beautiful land “affords one of the richest and most desirable countries in the world for agricultural pursuits.” Seminoles established themselves north of the Creeks, between the Arkansas and the Deep Fork of the Canadian River. Chickasaws settled on Boggy and Blue Creeks within the Choctaw Nation, lands deemed “at least as fertile as the ones they left.” Indeed, many residents of the tribal nations lauded their lands as affording them a “superabundance” of productive soil, crossed by streams with clear water and dotted with edible plants—a veritable Eden of food possibilities.

Timber, including blackjack oak, post oak, red oak, chinquapin, hickory, hackberry, walnut, persimmon, crabapple, sweet gum, cottonwood, elm, pecan, and sycamore covered much of the eastern part of the Territory and supplied nuts, fruits, and wood for shelter and tools. Soup, broth, mush, and “acorn pudding” could be made from shellbark hickory nuts (Carya laciniosa), and acorn flour served as a soup thickener. A Choctaw dish, okshash, is water oak acorns boiled and pounded into mush. More than the other tribes, Choctaw families raised hogs (introduced by the Spanish in the 1500s) and allowed the animals to forage most of the year on calorie-dense acorns, hickory nuts, and walnuts. Tribespeople brought apple, peach, and pear tree seeds over the removal trail and in a few years shared seeds with neighbors. As the Territory population grew, representatives of tree nurseries distributed illustrated tree catalogues that served as orchard care advice and reading entertainment. After the Civil War, many members of the Five Tribes developed substantial orchards, and one Cherokee maintained a grove of more than two thousand fruit trees.

The natural environment also supplied a variety of familiar vine and bush fruits, herbs, and vegetables. In early spring, tribes gathered poke sallet, sheep shank, sour dock, lamb’s quarters, and wild onions. By February, turnips had sprouted “little tender greens.” Sunflowers, blackberries, dewberries, raspberries, grapes, huckleberries, plums, strawberries, and persimmons grew in abundance. Yellow apples that had escaped gardens grew in thickets.

Catlin commented in 1844 about his trek through Choctaw and Creek lands: “Scarcely a day has passed, in which we have not crossed oak ridges . . . with a sandy soil . . . where the ground was almost literally covered with vines, producing the greatest profusion of delicious grapes, of five-eighths of an inch in diameter, and hanging in such endless clusters.” Some families created that “veritable Eden” on their property by growing corn, potatoes, pumpkins, beans, peanuts, sweet potatoes, and
Old World black-eyed peas and cotton, along with groves of apple, peach, plum, pear, and cherry trees as well as berry bushes and grape vines. Seminoles cultivated beans to a greater extent than other tribes. Molasses was made from homegrown sugar cane. White residents commented that Choc-taws were “crazy about” cornbread, turkey, coffee, and venison and added beans and peas to almost every dish. The Creeks produced enough beans, pumpkins, melons, potatoes, squash, and corn to sell to Fort Gibson. Many raised small herds of cattle, hogs, horses, chickens, and turkeys. Some families had favorite “bee trees” and a few kept apiaries.

Indian agents in the 1840s stated in their annual reports that game had decreased steadily since the tribes’ arrivals. One agent even wrote that there was no game within 150 to 200 miles of the Cherokee Nation boundaries, so the natives had turned to increasing their agriculture. Those who lived in Indian Territory, or those who in 1937 recalled stories from their parents and grandparents, however, said the opposite. In fact, hunting seemed to be a way of life for hundreds of residents at least until the end of the nineteenth century. This discrepancy between the agents’ reports and the residents’ stories might mean that the former were unaware of how the residents were living or were attempting to appease the federal government that remained intent on making all natives “civilized” farmers, or perhaps the agent was referring to enough wild game for the skin trade, and the residents were referring to subsistence level.

One resident stated that there was no pressure when one went out to kill an animal, because it was a given that you could do so. Wolves, foxes, coyotes, bobcats, beavers, and minks were used for fur trade. Deer and turkeys congregated “in droves” in spring, and one could see them other times in herds and flocks of hundreds. John Benson relayed that all the Indians had to do was “kill what they wanted. . . . An Indian just had to get his gun on his shoulder and go out and he could kill a deer or a turkey in a little while.” Deer lay down in front yards and turkeys roosted in shade trees by the houses. Some residents stockpiled wild turkeys, geese, and ducks in the home larder. Prairie chickens were so prolific that one man put his family in their wagon and was able to kill an entire “raft” of the birds without disembarking. Hunters crisscrossed tribal lands leaving on trees and rocks emblems signifying the availability of game, and signs were left warning of snakes and bears.

Bears lived in the forests of eastern Indian Territory, and they were hard to locate, especially in winter when they retreated to their dens. Cubs were born in February, but some Choctaw hunters used “poodle dogs” to coerce bears out of their dens before spring. They also had one technique wherein two women stood apart, alternately yelling to the get the bear’s
attention. The bear would ramble from voice to voice until the hunter killed it. While many residents ate bear meat, others reported that they thought it too fatty. There also were plenty of small game animals, including muskrats, opossums, rabbits, and raccoons.41 One traveler who regularly went through Doaksville and Eagletown into Arkansas in the late 1800s did not have to carry much, since he killed fat squirrels three times a day: “fried for breakfast, stewed with dumplings for dinner and supper.” One resident was partial to polecat (skunk) meat, which she prepared like squirrel and claimed you could not tell the difference.42 Choctaw hunters used dogs to find turtles. Some roasted the hapless turtle alive or dropped it on its back to kill it first. The terrapins could be rolled in wet clay, then roasted alive on hot coals. Meat was accessed by removing the shell and scooping out the contents.43

Catfish, scalefish, bass, perch, crappie, buffalo, carp, and suckerfish filled streams and rivers.44 Natives poisoned them by beating the long, slender roots of white snakeroot (Ageratina altissima), also known as the devil’s shoestring, in the water or by dragging a bag of the mashed plant through the water. The dazed larger fish could be easily shot with arrows, but the poison often killed smaller ones.45

Families stored dried fruit and meats for the cold months. Some residents grew acres of watermelon and saved them through winter by melting paraffin over the fruits, then storing them inside a straw stack.46 Sassafras helped keep bugs and worms out of the dried fruit bags. Potatoes were thinly sliced and dried over a hickory fire. Roots or mud potatoes, known among Choctaws as lokohok (or lokchok) abi, were considered by some to be better than Irish potatoes.47

String beans were strung up and stored in a dark place. When cured, the beans appeared black and musty, but after being immersed in warm water with a “preparation known only to housewives,” the beans returned to their natural color, and supposedly no one could tell the difference.48 Most farmers prepared garden vegetables for winter use by either sun drying or, for corn, shelling and then storing it in flour sacks to keep it dry.49 Residents jerked meat by cutting it into strips, then drying it on top of the house. The result was a hard, difficult-to-chew, saltless product.50

Few residents grew corn for their animals because of abundant grass.51 Almost all families gardened, and corn was a prominent crop. Most gardens were small, grown around the house, and were referred to as “patches” or “roasting ear patches,”52 although some tribespeople started growing corn on a large scale for profit by the 1840s.53 There is no evidence that they grew corn, squash, and beans together in the “three sisters” fashion of the Northeast; that is, pole beans grow up around the cornstalks, and the large
squash leaves provide shade that helps retain soil moisture. Native gardeners grew five types of corn: dent corn for shuck bread (although some made shuck bread with burnt bean or pea hulls; the latter accounts for the greenish color); flint for sour bread; softer “Indian” or flour corn for most uses, including bread; sweet corn for early-season use; and popcorn.

All the tribes made dishes from corn—what Cherokees call kanahena; Choctaws and Chickasaws, ta’chi; and Creeks and Seminoles, uche. They processed corn in basically the same lengthy process that some explain as simply “beating into meal in a block of wood which had a bowl on the end of it” or “pounding it to make a cereal and mixed with water.” A log is cut off at around two or three feet, then hollowed out, leaving a thick floor as the bottom. The chips are fired, then the insides of the hollowed log smoothed with glass. Corn is placed in the hole and pounded repeatedly with a pestle made from a smaller tree, about six inches in diameter. Hickory and beech gum are the woods mentioned most for the grinding process, although some argue that the block lasts longer if made from pecan or walnut. Grinding corn is indeed an arduous process without machinery (see figs. 1 and 2). One woman described beating the corn until “our arms felt like they would break.” The corn was then placed in a big sieve and thrown up into the wind, which carried off small particles. Meanwhile, green wood ashes were placed in a pan with small holes, and hot water was poured over the ashes; that water dripped into another pan underneath. Depending on the cook, varying amounts of the lye ash water was poured in with the corn, or the corn could be soaked overnight. Corn contains a variety of nutrients but is high in carbohydrates and deficient in vitamin B3. Because natives added wood lye ash to their preparation, they did not suffer from pellagra as did many nonnatives in Europe who used plain corn as a staple. Natives mixed corn with a variety of ingredients, including hickory nut kernels, pork, squirrel, pinto beans, sweet potato, red peppers, fruit, hickory oil, pecans, and so on, thus rendering the dishes nutritious and satisfying. Choctaws and Chickasaws refer to a bowl of corn mush with added ingredients as tamfula. Pashofa is the Chickasaw version containing hog meat.

Corn dishes also include dumplings, corn roasted on the cob, dried corn as a traveling food to be reconstituted with water or milk, or crushed into mush to mix with fruits and meats. Choctaw and Chickasaw banaha, Cherokee ticanoolee, and Creek puyafekcuahke are similar to tamales, generally made by mixing boiling water and cornmeal along with other ingredients such as beans, pork, and hickory or chestnut oil into dough that is shaped into rolls, then placed in corn shucks, tied with strips of shuck, and cooked under hot ashes or boiled. This “shuck bread” could be stored for months and recooked. One woman claimed it kept indefinitely, “being
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as good a year after as the day it was cooked.” 61 Another dish, Creek and Seminole osafki, or sofky, is a drink or soup made from flint corn ground like hominy and boiled with lye ash. Osafki still remains a social and ceremonial dish. Some versions are quite sour, and perhaps the distinctive taste is what caused W. P. Blake, who served as assistant engineer at the Seminole Emahaka Academy, to make this interesting claim: “I thought then [1894], and am sure now, that their early drinking of osofke as children created an appetite for whiskey.”62

Cooks made persimmon bread, created by separating the seeds by
kneading, then placing the pulp in a large bread pan and cooking. A few tribespeople brought peanut plants over the removal trail and cultivated them in their home gardens. Some made peanut bread by mixing parched corn and peanuts with sifted corn and a bit of salt. The peanuts held enough moisture to allow the mixture to be formed into long-lasting, uncooked “bread” balls. Natives also made bread out of chestnuts, acorns, bamboo vine (Smilax laurifolia) also called “cane,” and the root of the southeastern Indian Territory thorny greenbrier vine (Smilax bona-nox), which is peeled, the insides crushed to make a paste, then fried in bear grease. Pounded acorns were placed in a cane sieve while water dripped over it to get rid of the bitterness, then formed into cakes and also fried in bear grease or molded around a stick to be roasted. Seeds of the giant cane (Arundinaria gigantean) could also be ground into meal. Much of the food was bland by modern standards, although some eaters liked the added seasonings of peppers, hickory oil, walnut oil, bear fat, oil from blackjack oak acorn, and possibly red autumn sassafras leaves that were gathered,
dried, ground into powder and used as a soup flavoring. This ingredient, file gumbo, is used today in making gumbo. In 1776, Romans stated that tribespeople did not normally use salt and only indulged after they had been without salt for a time. After removal, some residents continued to eschew salt except to preserve meats, but some began to sprinkle it liberally, as did white immigrants.

Changing Diets

As Indian Territory became crowded with nonnative intruders, a variety of complex environmental, social, economic, political, external, and intra-tribal factors accounted for disparities in access to sustenance. Affluent residents had access to store foods, while poorer families grew, gathered, and hunted their own. Residents with incomes traveled to Arkansas to purchase sundries, while others shopped in Sherman or McKinney, Texas. In the 1840s, Ethan Allen Hitchcock traveled through the western Cherokee Nation and dined at the home of Cherokee High Sheriff George Lowry. The meal reflected the resources available to Lowry: bacon, butter, corn bread, chicken eggs, and venison, washed down with coffee mixed with sugar and milk.

Drought in 1860 and subsequent years caused crops to fail. During the Civil War, soldiers passing through the Nations destroyed crops, homes, and barns, killed livestock, and stole clothing and tools. Game was depleted, as were family stores of dried foods. Natives recalled eating whatever they could find. Confederate soldier Thomas F. Anderson wrote in 1863 that his men consumed soup made of snails, screwworms, and bullfrog legs.

After the Civil War wild, fresh foods were still available, but the less affluent residents often preferred to trade their homegrown produce for processed foods. The cattle industry grew rapidly among wealthy residents (usually mixed-heritage Indians and opportunistic white men who married native women), and their families ate beef, drank milk, and had money to purchase coffee, wheat flour, and sugared products. One gardener admitted that his preferred diet consisted of meats, bread, milk, and butter.

Some native families bemoaned their inability to afford store-bought goods, while others used them only occasionally. Many residents liked coffee, but if it was scarce, cooks often substituted parched okra, sweet potatoes, or corn. A few 1880s residents stated that they did not like ground corn flour, and, conversely, some disliked wheat flour and only used it to bake biscuits on Sunday mornings. One Choctaw man believed that white wheat flour was not healthy and did not buy any for his children.
woman stated that when she was a child in the 1880s, her family consumed wild game, berries, leaves, roots, and corn, and they never tasted wheat flour. Only after statehood did she taste beef. Mrs. Greenwood LeFlore’s popular boardinghouse in the Choctaw Nation reveals the changing diet of her tribe. Her dining hall offered fresh and canned fruit and vegetables. She also offered pork chops, beef steaks, and roasts in the hot summer months without ice by using a fifty-gallon oak barrel filled with meat and salt brine “strong enough to float an Irish potato.” Indicative of the increasing use of sugar is the experience of one white woman who attended camp meetings with her Indian neighbors and recalled that “one of their Negro cooks would spend the entire morning making custards or green apple pies.” One family ate a few vegetables along with meat, but flour gravy and potatoes were their main foods. The mother commented that people used to call gravy “starch,” and she often heard the remark, “I have eaten so much starch that I am stiff from it.”

“Spiritoous” liquor contributed to the growing health and sociopolitical issues. Whiskey flowed through the tribal nations, resulting in astonishing numbers of murders, assaults, and cases of spousal abuse. Leaders had attempted to stem the liquor tide preremoval by passing laws against drinking, selling, and making whiskey. Cherokees organized a temperance society in 1845, and every year, Indian Territory agents reported the abuse of alcohol and asked the federal government for assistance. Whiskey production never abated. For example, in 1889, 90 percent of the cases heard at Fort Smith had connections to the use of whiskey, and Agent Bennett estimated that at least one person died per day from the effects of liquor consumption. Another favorite drink that could be easily made by natives and nonnatives was “choc beer,” consisting of barley, hops, and a bit of alcohol as the base. Recipe variations included oats, corn, malt, sugar, yeast, and fishberries, a fruit indigenous to East India. An ingredient of fishberries—picrotoxin—is poisonous, and tribespeople used it to slightly stun fish to make them easy to catch, while another recipe eases nausea in humans. Miners liked choc beer, calling it a “tonic,” rationalizing that the brew was preferable to the polluted water they drank around their work areas. Agent Windom called it “a fruitful source of evil, disorder and crime.”

Boarding Schools

Students at schools such as Armstrong Academy, New Hope Academy, Presbyterian M.L.B. School, and the Choctaw Academy (and, indeed, at Indian boarding schools across the country) suffered contagious ailments associated with unsanitary conditions and close quarters, such as small-
pox, chills and fever, “scrofulous affections,” pleurisy, whooping cough, consumption, dropsy, typhoid fever, scrofula, “La Grippe,” and parasitic infections such as “the itch” (scabies).\textsuperscript{86} Diets were not initially deleterious. For example, shortly after removal, students at Spencer Academy (ten miles north of Doaksville) were served various meats, sweet potatoes, molasses, peanuts, and hominy. Berries were harvested on school grounds as was honey. Boys were allowed to catch fish and to hunt squirrels and larger game. After the Civil War, however, meals were repetitious and mainly consisted of beef, corn bread, milk, coffee, biscuits, prunes, rice sugar, vegetables, pork, corn, and butter.\textsuperscript{87} At the Koonsha Female Seminary, girls consumed “all kinds of vegetables,” apples, peaches, pears, and plums; cherries, pork, and beef that students raised at the school; and “breadstuffs from the people around us.”\textsuperscript{88} School officials only reported contagious diseases and fevers; but, as diets changed to incorporate less vegetables and fruit, the health problems increased. More students enrolled in the schools, and often they came from families who normally consumed fruits, vegetables, and game meats. At school, full-blood and mixed-blood students felt the effects of the unfamiliar bread and pancakes; gravy made with white flour and lard; pies, syrup, and candy made with sugar; coffee with every meal; and butter, cheese, and cream.\textsuperscript{89}

The Cherokee Female and Male Seminaries provided small gardens for the students, and parents traded wild game and garden items for tuition, but those foods were only available after harvesting in September and, if the foods were dried, into the fall semester. Some mothers brought in pies and cakes. The vast array of Seminary food items also included meats, eggs, butter, oil, sugar, salt, buttermilk, and twice-a-day desserts, in addition to foods obtained on Tahlequah field trips, such as bread, candy, sugar cookies, salted nuts, suckers, chewing gum, and tamales.\textsuperscript{90} Flour was a major ingredient in dishes three times a day; in 1893, the school ordered sixteen thousand pounds of white wheat flour and eight thousand pounds of beef.\textsuperscript{91} Numerous ailments among Indian children began to proliferate in the 1870s because of meals featuring calorie-dense, low-fiber, sugary, and fatty foods. The Seminary physician even became concerned about how overfat the girls were growing. After the war, students commonly faced the consequences of their rich fare: constipation, “bowel complaint,” hemorrhoids, headaches, diarrhea, rheumatism, jaundice, ulcers, and “skin eruptions.”\textsuperscript{92} The effects of such a diet were long term. Boarding school curricula also proved to be influential forces in the loss of tribal culture and language, including traditional indigenous knowledge about planting, harvesting, plant identification, medicinal plants, and blessings or ceremonies associated with food procurement, thereby severing students’ connection
to the natural world. After these students left the Seminaries, as well as other boarding schools, they brought their institutionalized ideas about diet home with them.

Permanent Change?

In 1895, Special Agent John W. Lane commented on the dearth of old people in the Choctaw Nation. Indeed, by the end of the century, many older Choctaws, as well as members of the other tribes, died from ill health. Many were not well educated and had no access to physicians or to a variety of foods. Lane observed that many Choctaws grew an “abundance” of vegetables, although most decayed quickly. They also suffered the consequences of not understanding where to place their outhouses, improper sanitation, and no dental care.93 Many natives had less active lives than their ancestors. Romans described preremoval Choctaw work as “their labor vastly hard, either in the field for cultivation of corn, or fetching nuts, fire wood and water, which they chiefly carry on their backs . . . generally two or three miles.” As children grew up, they wrestled, ran, swam, heaved and lifted “great weights,” and regularly played the rigorous and often dangerous game of stickball.94 While many of the less affluent tribespeople continued to stay active by hunting, gardening or farming, hauling water, and chopping wood, the wealthier families often hired workers to tend to their commercial farms and stock raising and did little daily work around their homes.

Medicine men and women continued to treat the more traditional natives, but they were quickly losing respectability. Some acculturated, Christianized natives claimed that Indian doctors “were very foggy in their belief”95 and that the practices were merely “mythical doctoring” or “faith doctoring.”96 Doubters preferred the dubious “tonics” and pills that were advertised in every newspaper and liberally dispensed by white physicians. Ailing residents were not advised to change their dietary habits. In addition, the Indian Territory environment changed. White intruders continued to flood onto tribal lands, taking every resource they could find. Tribes’ National Council records show how much tribal land was impacted by human actions, such as fencing, dam building, timber harvesting, mining, railroad building, and the digging of lakes, in addition to drought, over-grazing, and large-scale planting of cotton, corn, and hay on the rich prairie lands. Serious ecosystem changes and resource depletion quickened through the mid- to late 1860s. By the mid-1860s, tribes became so alarmed at the fast rate their trees were being appropriated by nonnative intruders for exportation or for railroads that they passed laws against timber cutting.97
In the years preceding Oklahoma statehood, the numbers of intermarried whites and natives who cattle ranched escalated. Comparing modern data on the flora and fauna of Nvnih Chufvk with reported observations from the same area between 1850 and 1880 suggests that despite its relative isolation, many plants and animals on and around the mountain vanished and the springs dried up, requiring the tribespeople to adjust and innovate. 98

Tribal citizens had different ideas about the accumulation of wealth, and that necessarily included environmental protection. Tribal house and senate records detail continual amendments to tribal laws from 1830 to 1907 that were designed to protect tribal resources and to avert environmental damage. Of course these laws also were designed to simultaneously protect the investments of wealthy tribespeople.99 While some natives and whites killed an abundance of animals, many others were concerned about conservation. One Choctaw said in 1937 that he did not want the smaller animals to be “molested” like the deer, turkeys, and other large animals, so he only allowed his boys to hunt for rabbits or squirrels if someone needed soup.100 Others also stated that they only killed one animal at a time.101 Wealthy Choctaw Progressives supported the construction of railroads and mining. Wilson N. Jones, chief from 1890 to 1894, had more fenced cattle land than any other native in all of Indian Territory, and by 1890 he had become one of the Territory’s wealthiest men—Indian or white.102

By the time of statehood, many natives could not procure the varied and nutritious diet they had previously. Flora and fauna depletion disallowed many people from foraging, hunting, and fishing, thus forcing them to barter for canned, salted, sugared, and pickled foods. Some were wealthy and could afford to eat whatever they wanted. Others, however, became desperate. One white man who lived among natives commented, “If a cow got sick or died, all you had to do was notify some of the Indians and they would drag it off, even though it had been dead three days.”103 Many natives were forced to fill the dietary void after the diminution of gathered fruits, vegetables, and herbs with corn, essentially developing a nutritionally deficient mono-diet. In 1901, for example, US Marshal Jasper P. Grady visited Daniel Bell, who represented a faction of full-blood Choctaws, and observed, “The Indians are literally starving . . . they used to have plenty of hogs, cattle and ponies and could kill game, but they now have nothing to live on and are absolutely destitute. . . . A little Tom Fuller, which is nothing but cracked corn, and corn pone, is all the majority of them have to eat.”104 On the other hand, a man who lived with the Choctaws commented that the full-bloods did not care for milk or butter, and the mixed-bloods and whites used dairy products all the time.105 It appears that many of the poorer families suffered from malnutrition while others with money faced physical
problems from too much food. Tribespeople around the country continued to diminish, especially the poorer individuals. For a variety of socioeco-
nomic reasons, including for some the adoption of the mind-set that “white food” was best, natives suffered—and continue to suffer—physically and emotionally.

According to written documentation and oral testimonies, tribes-
people historically did have health problems; but because they did not consume processed foods, they did not contend with many of the ills they face today. It appears that the 1937 sentiment expressed by Wilburn Hill, a nineteenth-century resident of Indian Territory, was correct in regard to health: “The greatest enemy to the Indians was in the use of salt, fat, flour, sugar or anything else sweet.”

Today, 33 percent of native people in the United States are obese, and at least 17 percent suffer from diabetes, more than any other group. In response to this health crisis, the Five Nations in Oklahoma have organized health initiatives. Monthly tribal newspapers include traditional recipe sections and information about tribally commissioned community gardening and exercise programs. Many natives turn to their traditional doctors for holistic healing that includes eating unprocessed, non-GMO (genetically modified organism) foods. Indigenous activists and scholars are searching for traditional solutions to modern challenges. Foodways sustainability, environmental degradation, climate change, and inactivity have profoundly affected tribes. These dilemmas are not easily solved, nor are the plagues of diabetes, high blood pressure, and obesity. Physical activity, holistic medical care, and consumption of organic and unprocessed foods are obviously linked to good health. These are connections worth further investigation.
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